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LEADERSHIP OF THE FUTURE
- giving while growing

In your work
In organisations
In processes of change

Helen Eriksen, holistic business psychologist, author, international speaker
THE FRUITTREE-STRATEGY
- giving while growing

A vision of the future
that simply couldn’t
hold its tongue

A revolutionary theory about how to create sustainability
AND
to be among the successful individuals and companies
of the future

About connectedness, change, leadership, & innovation
in the new business paradigm
BEYOND

opening new doors to human potential
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FORANDRINGER SPØRGER IKKE OM LOV DE KOMMER BARE
Paradigmshift / Change

Changes

Singularity

2030

Time
"Man has a tendency to view his own limits as the limits of the universe"

Schopenhauer
Micro-level
Human being

5% Consciousness

95% Subconsciousness

Stored

Genetic
Macro-level
The company

5% Company consciousness

95% Subconsciousness
Paradigm Shift

Basic assumptions
Leadership competences of the future

The multiple intelligences

- the logical intelligence
- the language intelligence
- the emotional intelligence
- the social intelligence
- the physical intelligence
- the spatial intelligence
- the musical intelligence
- the naturalistic intelligence
- the existential intelligence

(Howard Gardner)
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The whole brain – to be "wholebrained"

- the serial neural pathways
- the associative neural pathways
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The whole brain – to be "wholebrained"

The whole brain
The whole human being
The whole society
ONE FUNKY INNOVATIVE BRAIN
- GIVING WHILE GROWING
The Fruittree-strategy - Helen Eriksen, 2002
Leadership tells its tale...
From the Fruittree-strategy by Helen Eriksen

It is about
opening up the senses.
So it becomes possible
to look out over the edge
of the mussel shell
that you thought was the world
and the whole universe.
In order to recognize
that you are far more than a mussel shell.
You are a unique, co-creational part of a whole ocean.
You are a universal cell
– you are quite simply connected
with all the other cells
in this ocean of consciousness.
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The intuitive mind is a sacred gift and the rational mind is a faithful servant. We have created a society that honors the servant and has forgotten the gift.

Albert Einstein
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TO NAVIGATE SUCCESSFULLY,
SUSTAINABLY,
AND INTUITIVELY INTELLIGENT:

The ability to make constructive
decisions without sufficient amounts of
information.
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To overview COMPLEXITY and look into WHAT WANTS TO EMERGE

“The not-sensing of something does not prove its non-existence”.

Tenzin Gyatso (1935-), 14. Dalai Lama
Imagine if